
Remote & Blended

Learning Tips for

Parents

Parents can identify subjects or areas their children are interested in and explore from there. Parents can

easily get involved in their child's day-to-day remote learning by setting goals, or coming up with reading and

writing tasks, including keeping a journal of the current unusual circumstances as a reflective exercise. Start by

doing something basic. Take one step at a time.

Base bedtimes and waking up each morning on the start

time of your child’s regular school day. For example, in

Orland School District 135, Early Childhood - Grade 5 begins

at 8:00 a.m., and Junior High students begin their day at 8:30

a.m.  These times are the same for remote and blended

models on a regular school day beginning time.

A remote educational environment will require students of all ages to take much more ownership of their

learning. That autonomy can bring challenges, so the need for parents to establish a daily routine at home is

key.

Base routines such as brushing teeth,

getting dressed, eating breakfast and

dinner, and homework on the starting

time of a regular school day.  When

learning remotely, children should be

well-prepared for a regular day of 5

hours of instructional time.
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Establish Consistent Bedtime and Wake-Up Schedules

Maintain consistent morning and evening routines

Start Slow

Set A Schedule



Parents can help normalize the experience for a student by providing a consistent place at home to work,

whether it be for reading or video conferencing a lesson. Find a place where the student is going to have

materials they need and can work without being interrupted by other things happening in the house.

Too much screen time or staying buried in a book too long without a break for physical exertion can be a

bad recipe. Parents should allow for exercise time, or at least some time away from lessons during the day.

These breaks will also be built into our remote learning schedule. Orland School District 135 recognizes the

importance of balancing on-screen and off-screen time for students.

Students are impressionable, and if a

parent gets frustrated that's likely to rub

off. Parents should maintain an open

mind and a lot of patience. Kids copy

what they see and respond to their

environment.  If parents can

demonstrate calm and collected body

language, their children will respond.

An important thing for parents to

understand: it's OK if your child struggles

at some point. It's equally important to

let them try to work through an issue on

their own. That's part of the learning

process. Parents want to be hands-on

but also resist the urge to solve every

problem a student encounters.
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COMMUNICATE WITH PRINCIPALS AND TEACHERS

Plan for 'brain breaks'

Set Up A Workspace

Stay upbeat and positive Resist the urge to do too much

Teachers, Principals,

Assistant Principals, and

District Administrators

are here to help!


